When combined with infrared observations with the Spitzer telescope (3 to 160 µm), the Herschel Space Observatory now fully samples the thermal dust emission up to 500 µm and enables us to better estimate the total infrared-submm energy budget (L T IR ) of nearby galaxies. We present new empirical calibrations to estimate resolved and integrated total infrared luminosities from Spitzer and Herschel bands used as monochromatic or combined tracers. We base our calibrations on resolved elements of nearby galaxies (3 to 30 Mpc) observed with Herschel. We perform a resolved SED modelling of these objects using the Draine & Li (2007) dust models and investigate the influence of the addition of SPIRE measurements in the estimation of L T IR . We find that using data up to 250 µm leads to local L T IR values consistent with those obtained with a complete coverage (up to 500 µm) within ±10% for most of our resolved elements. We then study the distribution of energy in the resolved SEDs of our galaxies. The bulk of energy (30-50%) is contained in the [70-160 µm] band. The [24-70 µm] fraction decreases with increasing metallicity. The [160-1100 µm] submillimeter band can account for up to 25% of the L T IR in metal-rich galaxies. We investigate the correlation between TIR surface brightnesses/luminosities and monochromatic Spitzer and Herschel surface brightnesses/luminosities. The three PACS bands can be used as reliable monochromatic estimators of the L T IR , the 100 µm band being the most reliable monochromatic tracer. There is also a strong correlation between the SPIRE 250 µm and L T IR , although with more scatter than for the PACS relations. We also study the ability of our monochromatic relations to reproduce integrated L T IR of nearby galaxies as well as L T IR of z∼1-3 sources. Finally, we provide calibration coefficients that can be used to derive TIR surface brightnesses/luminosities from a combination of Spitzer and Herschel surface brightnesses/fluxes and analyse the associated uncertainties.
INTRODUCTION
Interstellar dust obscures our view of the star formation sites in galaxies. Indeed, 30 to 50% of the starlight emission is thermally reprocessed by dust, and re-emitted at infrared (IR) wavelength (Draine 2003; Tielens 2005) . This wavelength regime enables us to directly investigate the dust physics and indirectly probe the star formation activity obscured by dust within galaxies and is thus crucial to understand how galaxies evolve and recycle their interstellar material. The total bolometric IR emission L T IR constitutes the emission of all the dust-enshrouded stellar populations (but can also include emission from Active Galaxy Nucleus or AGN) and is one of most reliable tracers of the star formation obscured by dust. Several studies have thus derived calibrations of the star formation rate (SFR) based on L T IR (Kennicutt 1998; Pérez-González et al. 2006; Kennicutt et al. 2009; Kennicutt & Evans 2012) .
L T IR can be estimated by combining multi-wavelength observations sampling the thermal dust emission from mid-IR to submillimeter wavelengths and integrating the emission directly or using realistic dust models to interpolate the data. Unfortunately, many galaxies do not benefit from a complete sampling of their Spectral Energy Distribution (SEDs), which prevents the modelling of their SEDs and thus a correct estimate of their L T IR . Previous works have thus provided calibrations of the L T IR using monochromatic IR wave bands or a combination of IR wave bands. For instance, Sanders & Mirabel (1996) or Sanders et al. (2003) provided a relation to derive the L T IR of luminous IR galaxies using the 4 IRAS (Infrared Astronomical Satellite) filters at 12, 25, 60 and 100 µm. Dale & Helou (2002) updated this relation using a combination of the three Spitzer/MIPS wavelengths (24, 70 and 160 µm), matching their modelled L T IR with very good accuracy. More recently, Boquien et al. (2010) used the Dale & Helou (2002) relation to estimate the L T IR from other Spitzer bands, the 8 and 24 µm bands in particular.
The good resolution of the two IR-submillimeter instruments PACS and SPIRE onboard the Herschel Space Observatory opens a new window on how to quantify L T IR at local scale. The resolutions of the SPIRE instrument match that of the MIPS instrument of the Spitzer Space telescope, the predecessor of Herschel. Indeed, the resolution of SPIRE at 250 µm (∼18 ) is similar to that of Spitzer/MIPS 70 µm and the resolution at 500 µm (∼36 ) is similar to that of MIPS 160 µm. Furthermore, Herschel data enable a more complete coverage of the peak of the thermal dust emission and of the submm slope of nearby galaxies up to 500 µm, allowing a refinement of our measurements of the L T IR .
Combining Spitzer and Herschel bands, Boquien et al. (2011) derived resolved estimators of the total infrared brightness in the galaxy M33. In this study, we aim to similarly model resolved L T IR for a wider sample of galaxies, investigate the relation between L T IR and different Herschel bands, study how those relations evolve with the galaxy characteristics as well as provide recipes to obtain reliable L T IR predictions from a large choice of single or combined wavelengths. As previously mentioned, many authors have studied relations between IR monochromatic fluxes and L T IR as well. Recipes like those provided by Sanders & Mirabel (1996) and Dale & Helou (2002) are often used in the literature as a proxy for the derivation of L T IR . This estimated L T IR is then used to derive calibrations from monochromatic luminosities (Boquien et al. 2010 ; Elbaz et al. 2011 , among others). One of the advantages of the approach we follow in this study is that we now have access to the whole coverage of the thermal dust IR emission in our nearby objects with Herschel. Our L T IR will be directly modelled using the IR observations and a realistic dust SED model, which limits uncertainties and biases linked with previous calibrations.
We perform this analysis using the Herschel data of ∼60 nearby galaxies observed as part of the KINGFISH (Key Insights on Nearby Galaxies: A Far-Infrared Survey with Herschel; Kennicutt et al. 2011) programme. The paper is organised as follows. We present the sample, Spitzer and Herschel data in Section 2. As we aim to derive resolved estimators of L T IR , we would like to use the highest resolution available. The first step of this study is thus to determine the best compromise between resolution and sufficient constraint on the L T IR estimates (Section 3). We then analyse the distribution of the total infrared energy with wavelength on a local basis in Section 4. We present a calibration of the TIR surface brightnesses/luminosities using single Spitzer or Herschel bands in Section 5 as well as calibrations from a combination of various bands in Section 6. Because the metallicity and the hardness of the radiation field are parameters that strongly affect the far-IR emission and the range in dust temperature from galaxy to galaxy, throughout the paper, we investigate how our relations and their reliability evolve with global or local galaxy properties.
A MULTI-WAVELENGTH MAPPING

The sample
We obtain the Herschel data (PACS and SPIRE maps) as part of the Herschel key programme KINGFISH. This sample provides a unique opportunity to study the relation between Herschel bands and total IR luminosities. The sample comprises 61 galaxies, probing a wide range of galaxy types (from elliptical to irregular galaxies) and various star-formation activities, from active star-forming regions to more quiescent ISM, with global SFRs ranging from 10 −3 to 7 M yr −1 (Howell et al. (2010) even estimate a SFR of 23 M yr −1 for the luminous IR galaxy NGC 2146). It also includes galaxies hosting low-luminosity AGN. The KINGFISH galaxies are located between 3 and 31 Mpc, leading to ISM resolution elements of 0.2 to 2.6 kpc at the resolution of SPIRE 250 µm (FWHM of the PSF: 18 ), the resolution at which we work in the following study (see Section 3 for justification). The KINGFISH galaxies also probe various metallicities. We use the metallicities tabulated by Kennicutt et al. (2011) who provide two metallicities per galaxy, one derived from the theoretical calibration of Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004) , the other from the empirical calibration of Pilyugin & Thuan (2005) . Here we use the latter; with this calibration, oxygen abundances (defined as 12+log(O/H)) range from 7.54 for the lowmetallicity galaxy DDO 154 to 8.9 for the galaxy NGC 3077. We note that metallicity gradients are observed in some of the KING-FISH galaxies (Moustakas et al. 2010 ) but only few gradients are currently well constrained. In this paper, we adopt the same metallicity in each resolution element of a given galaxy, equal to that determined globally for the galaxy using the Pilyugin & Thuan (2005) calibration.
Previous and on-going studies are also analysing global and local SED models of galaxies of the KINGFISH sample using the Herschel data. Dale et al. (2012) present the Herschel far-IR and sub-millimeter photometry of the KINGFISH survey as well as integrated SED models of these objects from which total dust masses are in particular derived. Skibba et al. (2011) also compare the global emission from dust and from stars in the same sample and analyse how the dust-to-stellar flux ratio varies with properties such as morphology, L T IR or metallicity. Using local modified blackbody models for a sample of the KINGFISH galaxies, Galametz et al. (2012) investigate the physical properties (temperature, emissivity) of the cold dust phase and associated uncertainties. Finally, Aniano et al. (2012) present a pixel-by-pixel SED modelling and a mapping of the dust and radiation field properties for the two spirals NGC 628 and NGC 6946 using the dust models. This local modelling will be extended to the whole KINGFISH sample in Aniano et al. (in prep) .
Herschel maps
The Herschel/PACS instrument (Poglitsch et al. 2010) provides maps with FWHMs of the PSFs of 5. 76×5. 46, 6. 69×6. 89 and 12. 13×10. 65 at 70, 100 and 160 µm respectively for the chosen scan speed (20 /s). Observations of the KINGFISH galaxies with this instrument were obtained with 15 long cross-scans (perpendicular scans). From raw data to Level 1, the processing of PACS data follows the main steps of the recommended standard procedure for steps of pointing association, conversion to physical units or flat-fielding. Glitches are removed using a second-level deglitching method based on a comparison of individual readouts with a reference sky value at the same position that allows us to detect outlier values. We refer to Kennicutt et al. (2011) for more details on the initial processing of the data within the Herschel Interactive Processing Environment (HIPE, version 8) .
We use the Scanamorphos technique (version 16.9) to process the data from these Level 1 data, correct for 1/f noise and project the pixel timelines in the sky in order to build the final maps. Scanamorphos in particular subtracts the brightness drifts caused by the low-frequency noise using the redundancy built in the observations (Roussel 2012) . The final pixel sizes of our PACS data are 1. 4, 1. 7 and 2. 85 at 70, 100 and 160 µm respectively. The PACS calibration uncertainties are ∼5 % 1 . The Herschel/SPIRE instrument (Griffin et al. 2010) provides maps with FWHMs of the PSFs 18. 3×17 , 24. 7×23. 2 and 37 ×33. 4 at 250, 350 and 500 µm respectively. Observations were obtained in scan mode. The data reduction was performed from raw data with the HIPE environment. We refer to the KINGFISH Data Products Delivery User's Guide 2 for details on the data reduction. The SPIRE maps used in this study are built with a nearestneighbor projection on sky and averaging of the time ordered data. The final pixel sizes of our SPIRE data are 6 , 10 and 14 at 250, 350 and 500 µm respectively. Calibration uncertainties are estimated to be ∼7% for the three wave bands 3 . We refer to Kennicutt et al. (2011 and Sandstrom et al. (2010) for more details on the KINGFISH sample, the observation strategy and the different steps of the data processing. We do not include the KINGFISH galaxies DDO 154, DDO 165, Holmberg I and NGC 1404, since they are barely detected with Herschel (upper limits in the global flux catalogue of Dale et al. 2012) . We also note that PACS observations for the galaxy NGC 584 are contaminated by emission from Jupiter. This galaxy is thus also excluded from the following analysis.
1 http://herschel.esac.esa.int/Docs/PACS/html/pacs om.html 2 http://herschel.esac.esa.int/UserReducedData.shtml 3 http://herschel.esac.esa.int/Docs/SPIRE/html/spire om.html
Spitzer maps
Most of the KINGFISH galaxies have been observed with Spitzer/IRAC and MIPS as part of the SINGS programme (Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey; Kennicutt et al. 2003) . Four galaxies of the sample are drawn from other Spitzer surveys: IC 342, NGC 5457 (M101), NGC 2146 and NGC 3077. IRAC observes at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8 µm with PSF FWHMs of 1. 7, 1. 7, 1. 9 and 2 respectively. The IRAC images are reduced using the SINGS Fifth Data Delivery pipeline 4 . Maps are multiplied by 0.91, 0.94, 0.66 and 0.74 at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8 µm respectively to account for extended-source flux calibration 5 . MIPS observes at 24, 70 and 160 µm with FWHMs of the PSFs of 6 , 18 and 40 respectively. Because of their lower resolution compared to PACS 160 µm maps, we do not use the MIPS 160 µm maps in the following study. Galaxies of the LVL (Local Volume Legacy) survey are reduced using the LVL pipeline 6 . Galaxies that are not part of the LVL survey were re-processed using the LVL reduction technique for consistency.
INFLUENCE OF SPIRE DATA ON THE L T IR MAPS
We aim to derive L T IR estimators using Spitzer and Herschel bands (as monochromatic or combined tracers). To make the most of the good resolution of Herschel and work at the highest resolution available, we first investigate in this section how SPIRE wavelengths influence the determination of the L T IR . We thus derive L T IR maps using data between 3.6 and 160 µm, between 3.6 and 250 µm or between 3.6 and 500 µm to quantify the difference in the global and local L T IR values.
Obtaining the L T IR maps
In a first step, we subtract the sky background of Spitzer and Herschel maps using a plane-subtraction technique (see Aniano et al. 2012 and Aniano et al., in prep) . We then use the convolution kernels provided by Aniano et al. (2011) to convolve the Spitzer and Herschel maps to three different resolutions:
-PACS 160 µm resolution : We convolve the IRAC 3.6 µm, 4.5 µm, 5.8 µm and 8.0 µm, the MIPS 24 µm, the PACS 70 µm and PACS 100 µm maps to the resolution of PACS 160 µm (FWHM ∼ 12") and regrid them to a common pixel size of 4" (original pixel size of the PACS 160 µm image), -SPIRE 250 µm resolution : We convolve the IRAC 3.6 µm, 4.5 µm, 5.8 µm and 8.0 µm, the MIPS 24 µm, the PACS 70 µm, 100 µm and 160 µm maps to the resolution of SPIRE 250 µm (FWHM ∼ 18") and regrid them to a common pixel size of 6" (original pixel size of the SPIRE 250 µm image), -SPIRE 500 µm resolution : We convolve the IRAC 3.6 µm, 4.5 µm, 5.8 µm and 8.0 µm, the MIPS 24 and 70 µm, the PACS 70 µm, 100 µm and 160 µm, the SPIRE 250 and 350 µm maps to the resolution of SPIRE 500 µm (FWHM ∼ 36") and regrid them to a common pixel size of 14" (original pixel size of the SPIRE 500 µm image).
consequently providing three different coverages -we perform local SED fits using the (hereafter [DL07] ) dust models in order to match the observed fluxes in each resolution element. We refer to Aniano et al. (2012) for a full description of the pre-data treatment (convolution or background subtraction steps, production of the uncertainty maps for each bands etc.) and the resolved SED modelling process (description of the model, assumption on parameters etc.). The SED modeling uses Spitzer and Herschel bandpasses directly and alleviates the need for colourcorrections. In most regions, stellar emission dominates the emission of the two first IRAC bands (3.6 and 4.5 µm) while dust dominates observations beyond 4.5 µm and at least up to 500 µm (see Engelbracht et al. 2008 , for instance). To account for thermal dust emission only, we subtract the contribution of stellar emission to the short wavelengths during the modelling process. We approximate the stellar emission at λ > 3 µm by scaling a blackbody function, using a representative photospheric temperature of 5000K ).
L T IR measures the total dust emission and is obtained by integrating the SED in a ν-L ν space. In this paper, we define L T IR as:
We thus integrate the SEDs from 3 to 1100 µm to obtain the L T IR in each resolved element. We note that our resolved SED models have a logarithmically-spaced wavelength grid of ∼350 values from 3 to 1100 µm. We use the IDL function INT TABULATED (5-point Newton-Cotes formula) to perform the integration. We restrict ourselves to resolved elements that 1) are located within the elliptical apertures used by Dale et al. (2012) to perform the global photometry, 2) do not contain contamination from foreground stars or known background galaxies along the line-of-sight and 3) have a 3-σ detection in all the bands used for the modelling. This leads to L T IR maps of our KINGFISH galaxies obtained at three different resolutions (and for three different SED coverages).
In the rest of this paper, we use the nomenclature: -L T IR P160 : the L T IR modelled with data constraining the SED from 3.6 to 160 µm (at PACS 160 µm resolution), -L T IR S 250 : the L T IR modelled with data constraining the SED from 3.6 to 250 µm (at SPIRE 250 µm resolution), -L T IR S 500 : the L T IR modelled with data constraining the SED from 3.6 to 500 µm (at SPIRE 500 µm resolution). We consider our L T IR S 500 maps as our "reference" maps, since resolved SEDs were modelled with the most complete coverage of the thermal dust emission.
Submm excess or AGN contribution -Ground-based data and Herschel observations at submm wavelengths have helped us to better investigate the properties of the coldest phases of dust. A flattening of the submm slope or an excess compared to fits performed without submm data is very often detected in metal-poor galaxies (Galliano et al. 2003 (Galliano et al. , 2005 Marleau et al. 2006; Galametz et al. 2009; O'Halloran et al. 2010; Bot et al. 2010, among others magnetic dipole radiation from magnetic nanoparticles (Draine & Hensley 2012) . In the following study, we do not include data at wavelengths greater than 500 µm (wavelength at which submm excess starts to be detected) but we include modelled emission out to 1100 µm in our estimations. Our estimations of L T IR would not take the submm excess into account, if any. Nevertheless, as quantified further in this paper (Section 4), we expect thermal dust emission above 500 µm to be negligible in the bolometric infrared energy budget of our galaxies, especially for low-metallicity environments where the excess is usually detected. In addition, a large number of the KINGFISH galaxies show nuclear emission indicating excitation by a non stellar continuum but no dominant AGN (except NGC 1316). We do not expect the AGN contribution to significantly affect our estimates of L T IR .
Comparison of the integrated L T IR
L T IR being a linear quantity, we do not expect strong differences between integrated L T IR obtained from a SED model fitting the galaxy as one big pixel or the L T IR we obtained by summing the resolved L T IR . To check this assumption, we derive the integrated L T IR using the two techniques. We find that for each galaxy, the two integrated L T IR values differ by 5% at most whatever the wavelength coverage, which is comparable to the error bars on these quantities. For the rest of the paper, integrated L T IR values are thus obtained by summing the resolved L T IR .
We want to investigate how integrated L T IR values vary when we include SPIRE data in the SED modelling. We thus derive inte- the SED modelling process, with a median offset of ∼12% for the integrated L T IR S 500 . We normalise the integrated L T IR P160 and L T IR S 250 to L T IR S 500 for comparison. As part of the SINGS project, modelled most of the KINGFISH galaxies using Spitzer fluxes (thus an SED coverage up to 160 µm) and the [DL07] dust models and derive global dust luminosities (hereafter L T IR S INGS ). They also include SCUBA fluxes at 850 µm, when available, for a small subsample of their objects. In this paper, we use the distances provided by Kennicutt et al. (2011) , some of them being different from those used in the study of . We thus first rescale the L T IR S INGS values to the distances we choose to use and add these corrected values to Table 1 for comparison. Comparing the top and middle panel, we observe differences (a shift) between integrated L T IR S INGS and L T IR P160 , both obtained using the same coverage up to 160 µm. As previously mentioned, resolution effects are not sufficient to explain such a shift between SINGS values and our values. The difference is thus probably related to the use of PACS data in the fit compared to the MIPS data used previously (see Aniano et al. 2012 , for discussion on PACS-MIPS photometry disagreement). Integrated L T IR values obtained with our three different coverages (L T IR P160 , L T IR S 250 , L T IR S 500 ) are very similar. The agreement is within 8% between the integrated L T IR P160 or L T IR S 250 and the reference L T IR S 500 (except for NGC 2915 for which L T IR P160 is higher by 14%).
Comparison of the resolved L T IR
We now probe the variations in the L T IR estimates driven by the different coverages on a resolved scale. We convolve the L T IR P160 and L T IR S 250 maps of the KINGFISH galaxies to the resolution of SPIRE 500 µm and compare them to our reference L T IR S 500 map. Figure 2 gives an example of this comparison for the two spiral galaxies NGC 628 and NGC 6946. The top panels show the L T IR maps at the original resolution (PACS 160, SPIRE 250 and SPIRE 500 µm from left to right) in L kpc −2 . The middle panels show these maps convolved to the SPIRE 500 µm resolution (the last column is unchanged). The bottom panels finally compare the convolved L T IR P160 or L T IR P250 maps with the reference L T IR S 500 map. We remind the reader that we restrict our study to resolved elements with a 3-σ detection in PACS 160 and SPIRE 250 and 500 µm bands. We can still distinguish the structure of NGC 628 and NGC 6946 on the bottom left panels that show the difference between the L T IR P160 maps and the reference maps L T IR S 500 . In both galaxies, we observe that the absence of submm (SPIRE) data leads to an underestimation of the L T IR in bright regions (blue structures in Figure 2 ) of up to 10-15%, and an overestimation in the outer part of the galaxies, so at low-surface brightnesses (red structures), of up to 30%. The L T IR maps obtained with data up to SPIRE 250 and with data up to SPIRE 500 µm are, on the contrary, very similar, as illustrated by the small difference residuals of those maps (bottom middle panels). Figure 3 gathers, for the complete sample, the resolved relative differences between L T IR P160 (top) or L T IR S 250 (bottom) with the reference L T IR S 500 as a function of the TIR surface brightness S T IR S 500 (in W kpc −2 , log scale). Galaxies are metallicity-coded, from low-metallicity in red to high-metallicity in dark purple colour. Discrepancies between resolved L T IR P160 and L T IR S 500 can be significant as illustrated in Fig. 3 (top). L T IR is under-predicted when modelled with data up to PACS 160 µm in high surface brightness regions (drop of the median for log S T IR S 500 > 34.5 W kpc −2 ), and over-predicted in low-surface brightness regions, similar to the trends observed for NGC 628 and NGC 6946 (Fig. 2) . Using data up to 250 µm resolution, we can observe a slight under-prediction of L T IR at 33 < log S T IR S 500 < 34 (in W kpc −2 ) and an over-prediction at log S T IR S 500 > 34 but L T IR S 250 and L T IR S 500 are nevertheless close (within ±10% for most of our resolved elements). For both resolution, determining the L T IR with accuracy seems difficult at very low S T IR (< 33 W kpc −2 ), due to the large uncertainties on the flux measurements in those regions. In conclusion, using data up to 250 µm seems to be the best compromise between sufficiently constraining the submm slope in order to obtain a L T IR consistent with that obtained with a complete coverage of the dust thermal emission, while still keeping a good working resolution.
We choose to work at the resolution of SPIRE 250 µm for the rest of this study. At this resolution, resolved L T IR have uncertainties of 10-15% on average in the resolved elements we select. In the Appendix (Figure D1 ), we show the surface brightness S T IR maps obtained at SPIRE 250 µm resolution for the full KINGFISH sample. Maps are in L kpc −2 (log scale). We remind the reader that the FWHM of the SPIRE 250 PSF is ∼18 . Our final maps have a pixel size of 6 , which corresponds to ISM elements of 88 pc for the closest galaxy of the sample Holmberg II (3.05 Mpc) and 890 pc for the furthest galaxy of the sample NGC 1266 (30.6 Mpc).
THE INFRARED TO SUBMM DISTRIBUTION OF LUMINOSITIES
For normal star-forming galaxies, Dale & Helou (2002) studied the distribution of the infrared energy budget, namely how much energy emerges in various wavebands, and investigate its dependence on the star formation activity. monochromatic-to-bolometric ratios and analyse their dependence with f ν (70 µm) / f ν (160 µm) ratios and morphologies. In a similar fashion, we analyse the distribution of the total infrared energy with wavelength for the KINGFISH sample, now using our Herschel data on a resolved scale. We derive the fractions of the L Figure 4 displays these fractions as a function of the 70-to-100 µm flux density ratio (hereafter 70/100 colour), which parameterises various star formation activities and is also a good proxy for dust temperatures. This ratio also correlates well with the starlight intensity. Galaxies are metallicity coded, from dark purple for metal-rich to red for metal-poor. We overlay integrated values for comparison. We obtain averaged 70/100 colours (x-axis) by summing the 70 and 100 µm flux densities of each resolution element then dividing them. We then sum the resolved luminosities in our 4 different bands (thus L 3−24 , L 24−70 , L 70−160 or L 160−1100 ) and divide these integrated luminosities in each band by the integrated L T IR S 500 (Table 1) . This enables us to obtain the integrated fractions (y-axis).
The thermal dust emission peaks in the [70-160 µm] band for all our galaxies. We thus naturally observe that the bulk of IR energy is contained in that wavelength range. This [70-160 µm] fraction is homogeneous across the sample and accounts for ∼40% of the L T IR . The [24-70 µm] fraction ranges from 0.1 to 0.4, increasing with decreasing metallicity (or increasing 70/100 colour). Since low-metallicity environments usually contain warmer dust (Hunter et al. 1989; Dale et al. 2005) , the [24-70 µm] fraction is indeed expected to significantly contribute to the total IR emission in those objects.
While the [3-24 µm] band contributes to ∼20% on average to the L T IR for the sample, there is a large scatter in this fraction. This is likely associated with the contribution of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) emission. Several factors drive the scatter in the contribution of PAHs to the [3-24 µm] band. Lowmetallicity galaxies usually show weak emission from PAHs Jackson et al. 2006) and PAHs are also known to be sensitive to the hardness of the radiation field (Madden et al. 2006; Galliano et al. 2003 Galliano et al. , 2005 . The PAH size distribution also tends to be different at low metallicity, but whether the small PAHs are destroyed in the harsh conditions or whether they dominate because of different formation processes is still not clear Sandstrom et al. 2012) . The paucity of PAHs in low-metallicity environments could also be due to a delayed injection of carbon dust by AGB stars (Dwek 1998; Galliano et al. 2008) . This low PAH emission is responsible for the weak [3-24 µm] fraction in our metal-poor galaxies. Some metal-rich galaxies (NGC 5866, NGC 4594, NGC 1316) also present low [3-24µm] resolved fractions (resolved elements with L 3−24 /L T IR <15% and f ν (70 µm)/f ν (100 µm)<0.5). Those peculiar galaxies show only little dust emission relative to their stellar emission, as commented by .
We observe a very clear trend of the submillimeter [160-1100 µm] fraction with the 70/100 colour or the metallicity. The [160-1100 µm] band accounts for a few % for low-metallicity galaxies to up to 25% of the total infrared luminosity budget for metal-rich environments, consistent with the previous studies of Dale et al. (2001) and Dale & Helou (2002) . A log-lin fit of our data leads to the relation: L 160−1100 /L T IR = -0.28 log(f ν (70µm)/f ν (100µm)) + 0.07.
While not shown, we also quantified the [500-1100 µm] fraction. This band contributes no more than 0.6% in the resolved elements of our sample, and only up to ∼0.2% for the most metal-poor galaxies. Thus, even if present, we do not expect a submm excess to significantly modify our conclusions in this work.
SPITZER AND HERSCHEL BANDS AS L T IR MONOCHROMATIC CALIBRATORS
In this section, we want to study the resolved relationships linking the individual Spitzer and Herschel bands with the L T IR . A calibration using the resolved elements of the complete sample of KING-FISH galaxies has been derived. However, we also analyse the relations for individual galaxies in order to get a handle on the scatter driven by the variety of our sample and study how individual relations change with global galaxy characteristics or local ISM conditions (metallicity, 70/100 colour for instance). This will help us to unify the picture initiated by Boquien et al. (2011) for M33 using a wider sample of galaxies, more representative of the diversity of the local Universe. We thus first analyse the individual and global relations between monochromatic far-IR surface brightnesses and TIR surface brightnesses in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. We also derive empirical calibrations of L T IR from monochromatic far-IR luminosities in Section 5.3. We analyse the validity of our monochromatic calibrations for the KINGFISH sample in Section 5.4. Finally, we investigate in Section 5.5 the goodness of our calibrations for a wider range of environments, including high-redshift galaxies.
A qualitative view of the relations
We display the resolved TIR surface brightnesses (S T IR ) of our galaxies as a function of the IRAC 8 µm, MIPS 24 µm, PACS 70, 100 and 160 µm and SPIRE 250 µm brightnesses (in W kpc −2 , log scale, 3-σ detection) in Fig. 5 . To study how metallicity influences those monochromatic relations, galaxies are colour-coded by metallicity (expressed as 12+log(O/H)), from metal-poor in red to metal-rich in dark purple colour. We overlay integrated values for comparison. Since we restrict our L T IR maps to pixels with a sufficient signal-to-noise in each Herschel bands, we could be missing flux in the faint outskirts of our objects. We prefer to use the global Spitzer and Herschel fluxes (from Dale et al. 2007 Dale et al. , 2012 instead. These integrated fluxes are divided by the area covered by our selected pixels to obtain the average global monochromatic brightnesses in W kpc −2 . In order to remove the stellar contribution from the integrated 8 µm flux densities of Dale et al. (2007) , we apply the recipe of Marble et al. (2010) , namely f stellar 8 /f 3.6 ∼24%. This estimate is close to the value derived in Helou et al. (2004) using the recipe of Starburst 99 (23.2%). We consider that the stellar contribution to the integrated 24 µm flux densities is negligible.
We observe that :
-the relation between the IRAC 8 µm surface brightness and S T IR changes from galaxy to galaxy, as already shown by Calzetti et al. (2007) , and strongly depends on the metallicity of the galaxy. For a given S T IR , the resolved 8 µm brightnesses are systematically lower in metal-poor objects. This trend is consistent, as discussed in Section 4, with the decrease of PAH emission often observed in low metallicity environments, -MIPS 24 µm is also a decent tracer of S T IR , but a significant scatter can be observed from galaxy-to-galaxy, as already observed by Calzetti et al. (2007) ,
-the relation between the brightness in the 70 µm band and S T IR also seems to be slightly dependent on metallicity. For a given S T IR , we observe higher 70 µm brightnesses in low-metallicity galaxies. The mid (MIR) to far-infrared (FIR) part of the SEDs of dwarf galaxies are known to be elevated compared to normal spiral galaxies, since they contain more small grains and hotter dust , Galliano et al. 2005 or the global SEDs of KINGFISH low-metallicity objects in Dale et al. 2012 ), which could explain this trend. The lowest metallicity still appears as an outlier in the PACS 160 and SPIRE 250 µm panel. -the Herschel bands (PACS 70, 100 and 160 µm bands, as well as SPIRE 250 µm band to a lesser extent) appear to be very good monochromatic indicators of S T IR as suggested by the tight correlations obtained in Fig. 5 .
We show the resolved S T IR (in W kpc −2 , log scale) as a function of the different monochromatic surface brightnesses (in W kpc −2 , log scale) for each galaxy of the KINGFISH sample in the Appendix (Figure B1 ). We restrict this calibration to pixels with a 3-σ detection in the individual bands. We remind the reader that stellar contribution to the 8 µm and 24 µm bands is removed using the stellar emission modelled during the SED fitting process. As mentioned before, this contribution is minor at 24 µm, with a median contribution of 0.67% over the pixels fulfilling our 3-σ criterion.
Quantitative analysis
For each galaxy and for the complete sample, we derive the calibration coefficients (a i , b i ) such as:
where S T IR refers to the TIR brightness, S i the brightness in a given Spitzer or Herschel band i (from IRAC 8 µm to SPIRE 250 µm), both in W kpc −2 , and a i and b i respectively the slope and the intercept of the fit.
Here and for the rest of Section 5, we choose to work in log-log space to account for non-linearities between the L T IR and the monochromatic emissions. We refer to Boquien et al. (2011) for a description of non-linearity effects in the relations between TIR surface brightnesses and monochromatic surface brightnesses. We perform the regressions using a least-squares-bisector algorithm (function sixlin of the Astrolibrary of IDL) and use a "jack-knife" technique to quantify the goodness-of-fit and provide calibration coefficients with conservative errors. Indeed, we randomly select N=1/10 of the resolved elements used for a given calibration 7 , perform the regression for that subsample, save the coefficients and repeat this procedure 10000 times. The calibration coefficients provided in this paper are therefore the median of the coefficient distributions and errors on the coefficients are obtained from the standard deviations.
We indicate the calibration coefficients obtained for the whole sample in Table 2 . We also tabulate the coefficients a i and b i obtained for each galaxy in the Appendix in Table C1 . We add the scatter around the best fit (in dex) in the last column of the table. In order to better assess the results for individual galaxies, we plot in Fig. 6 the individual coefficients a i and b i derived using Eq. 2 (and tabulated in Table C1 ) as a function of metallicity (expressed as 12+log(O/H)). For galaxies with average 12+log(O/H) > 8.0, the MIR 8 and 24 µm brightnesses are linear estimators of the S T IR , as also found in Zhu et al. (2008) . The three PACS bands are very reliable estimators of the S T IR . The slope of the relation is, on average, <1.0, ∼1.0 and >1.0 for PACS 70, 100 and PACS 160 µm respectively, consistent with the slope we derive gathering the resolved elements of the whole sample and tabulated in Table 2 ). We observe that the scatter for the MIPS 24 µm and PACS relations is small, with a minimum scatter for the PACS 100 µm relation.
For our low-metallicity galaxies, we observe that the 8 µm emission tends to be a sub-linear estimator of the S T IR . This result is consistent with the trend observed for the resolved elements of lowmetallicity galaxies in Fig. 5 . Low-metallicity objects also seem to show steeper relations between PACS 100 and 160 µm monochromatic brightnesses and S T IR . This means that for a fixed PACS brightness, the TIR emission of low-metallicity environments will be higher than a normal spiral galaxy. We nevertheless highlight the difficulty in performing a pixel-by-pixel calibration from PACS data in some of our metal-poor galaxies due to poor statistics and a possible lack of detection at low-surface brightnesses that could bias the calibrations toward steeper relations.
We finally note that residuals from the best fit to Eq. 2 for each galaxy are smaller than the residuals from the same fit performed on the integrated values of our galaxies. This could favour global parameters rather than local parameters as a driver of scatter in the relationship between monochromatic and TIR surface brightnesses.
Comparison with M33 -Boquien et al. (2011) derived calibration coefficients linking the monochromatic Spitzer and Herschel surface brightnesses to S T IR for the Scd galaxy M33, using Eq. 2. We overlay the monochromatic coefficients they derive with red crosses in Fig. 6 for comparisons with our results for the KINGFISH galaxies. We adopt an oxygen abundance of 12+log(O/H)=8.4 (from Massey 1998) for M33. For galaxies with 12+log(O/H) > 8.0, the calibration coefficients derived in our study and in Boquien et al. (2011) for M33 are very similar. We note that Boquien et al. (2011) found that for the galaxy M33, the MIR 8 and 24 µm brightnesses seem to be sub-linear estimators of S T IR . To check if the difference could be linked with the signal-to-noise threshold we choose, we restrict our study to resolved elements above a higher (5σ) brightness threshold. This does not strongly modify our calibration coefficients for the 8 and 24 µm relations. A superimposition of the resolved elements of M33 with galaxies of our sample sharing similar properties (metallicity, global L T IR , SFR) as M33 confirm the difference. Small differences could also arise as a result of differences in the regression methods. We thus apply the same linear regression (bisector algorithm) to the M33 data used by Boquien et al. (2011) and obtain calibration coefficients a 8 =0.88, b 8 =4.69, a 24 =0.84 and b 24 =6.61, very similar to the values found in their paper. The calibration coefficients of M33 are within the ranges of values found for our sample. Small differences could possibly due to 1) a different treatment in the data reduction / background subtraction at those wavelengths, 2) a real difference in the 8 or 24 µm vs TIR surface brightness relations compared to KINGFISH galaxies with similar average oxygen abundance, 3) the large uncertainties on these average oxygen abundances, M33 having a metallicity gradient for instance (Magrini et al. 2007 ).
Calibration from monochromatic luminosities
Integrated luminosities are sometimes the only measure we can access, in particular for high-redshift observations. Studies of non resolved objects thus require calibrations using luminosities rather than surface brightnesses. Gathering the resolved elements of the complete sample, we derive calibrations coefficients similar to those of Eq. 2 but linking L T IR and 24, 70, 100, 160 or 250 µm monochromatic luminosities. Eq. 2 can thus be re-written as:
with now L T IR the TIR luminosity, νL ν (i) the flux in a given Spitzer or Herschel band i and both L T IR and νL ν (i) are in L . As before, we use our "jack-knife" technique to quantify errors on the calibration coefficients (see Section 5.2 for details on the technique) and report the coefficients calibrating L T IR from monochromatic luminosities in Table 2 . The scatter around the best fit (in dex) is also provided in the table.
If we were to derive a similar calibration for individual galaxies, the individual slopes (a i ) would not be modified by the change of units compared to those derived in Section 5.2. Most of the conclusions of Section 5.2 still apply for the calibrations derived in this section. We note that the coefficients we derive for the 24 µm calibration (a 24 =0.954, b 24 =1.336) are consistent with those derived by Rieke et al. (2009) within their error bars (namely a 24 =0.920, b 24 =1.183). They estimate L T IR from IRAS fluxes using the recipe of Sanders et al. (2003) .
Validity of the calibrations for KINGFISH galaxies
We aim to test the robustness of the empirical calibrations derived in Section 5.3 -namely their ability to reproduce resolved and integrated luminosities -and analyse the intrinsic biases of our predictions. We thus compare the resolved and integrated L T IR calibrated from the monochromatic luminosities at 70, 100, 160 or 250 µm 8 and the coefficients tabulated in Table 2 versus the resolved and integrated L T IR derived with a proper SED modelling. Figure 7 illustrates the comparison as a function of the 70/100 colour. For integrated values, we use the global flux densities of Dale et al. (2012) to predict integrated L T IR and compare them to our reference 8 Because the PACS wavebands are close to the peak of the SEDs, they are expected to provide more robust calibrations of the L T IR than the 8 and 24 µm wavebands. The 8 µm calibration is also strongly dependent on the metallicity. PACS 70 -The 70 µm band provides a reasonably good monochromatic estimate of the L T IR (difference < 50% for most of them). The L T IR of the lower IR luminosity objects (L T IR < 3 × 10 8 L ) is usually overestimated by the 70 µm monochromatic calibration. Those objects are mostly low-metallicity galaxies (DDO 053, M81DwB, HolmbergII, IC 2574, NGC 2915) that usually present warmer temperatures, which is consistent with the overestimation we observe. We also observe a strong correlation of the goodness of the 70 µm calibration with the 70/100 colour. Table C1 (last line). We show the integrated values with black circles and the resolved elements with grey points. For each galaxy, we sort and average resolved element 10-by-10 for clarity.
PACS 100 -The 100 µm band offers the best monochromatic estimator, with very little scatter and 53 out of 55 galaxies within ∼30% (as shown in NGC 6946 by Tabatabaei et al, submitted to A&A). We remind the reader that uncertainties on the resolved L T IR are of the order of 10-15%. We thus observe that many galaxies have predictions that match the modelled L T IR within these error bars. The main outlier is NGC 1377. NGC 1377 shows a significant excess in its infrared-to-radio ratio and is thought to be a rare local nascent starburst probably powered by accretion through a recent merger (Roussel et al. 2006) . The galaxy presents a very hot IR SED peaking around 60 µm (νf ν units) and the PACS 100 µm observation thus already belongs to the Rayleigh-Jeans slope of the SED of this object ). This hot SED compared to those of the other galaxies of the sample explains why we underestimate its L T IR when PACS 100 µm is used as a monochromatic indicator (inability to capture the starburst component). The same explanation applies for the star-bursting dwarf irregular NGC 5408 whose IR emission peaks at ∼70 µm . Given the fact that the 70 µm band corresponds to the peak of the global SED for NGC 1377, using the 70 µm flux density combined with the coefficients of the 100 µm calibration lead to a much better estimate of the L T IR (L T IR calibrated / L T IR modelled = 0.76).
PACS 160 -Like the 70 µm calibration, the goodness of our 160 µm calibration depends on the 70/100 colour. The hot SED of NGC 1377 or NGC 5408 can explain why our 160 µm monochromatic calibration underestimates the integrated L T IR for these objects. DDO 053 is also an outlier for the PACS 160 µm calibration. DDO 053 shows a very low integrated PACS 160 µm flux compared to the PACS 100 and SPIRE 250 µm fluxes (see Dale et al. 2012) . Using the MIPS 160 µm flux of this galaxy estimated in Dale et al. (2007) (0.5 Jy in lieu of 0.25 Jy for PACS 160 µm) would lead to a better agreement of the calibrated TIR value with the modelled integrated L T IR .
SPIRE 250 -We finally observe a larger uncertainty in the predictions derived using the 250 µm monochromatic calibration (still within a factor of 2 for most of our objects) with, as expected, a strong correlation of the goodness of the calibration with the 70/100 colour similar to that of the 160 µm calibration. Our calibration will thus probably underestimate the L T IR for hot objects and overestimate the L T IR for cold objects.
We conclude that PACS 100 µm luminosities can be safely used as monochromatic estimators of the L T IR , even if it should be used with caution for strong starburst environments. We note the small errors on the parameters derived and small scatter around the relation. Our 70 and 160 µm calibrations also lead to reasonably good estimates of the L T IR (within 50% for most resolved elements or entire galaxies). Here again we caution their use for very cold or very hot SEDs. Calibrations using the 250 µm luminosity alone have larger uncertainties. We observe that predictions deviate from modelled values if f 70 f 100 or if f 70 /f 100 <0.4. Calibrations using combined fluxes should be favored if more than one PACS/SPIRE band is available (see Section 6).
In the present paper, we estimate calibrations of the L T IR from observations in the [8-250 µm] band, but calibrations at longer wavebands would be useful to understand galaxy properties of nearby or high-redshift objects observed in submm and millimeter, from ground-based telescopes in particular (SCUBA-2, LABOCA, ALMA). In Appendix A, we present and discuss monochromatic calibrations derived for longer wavelengths from 1) 350 and 500 Herschel data 2) 850 and 1000 µm model predictions.
Predictions for near and high-redshift sources
We now analyse L T IR predictions for a wider range of environments using our monochromatic calibrations. Figure 8 compares the L T IR modelled in this paper or published in the literature of various objects with their L T IR predicted from our monochromatic calibrations (and their rest-frame 70, 100, 160 and 250 µm luminosities). Black points indicate the resolved elements of the KING-FISH galaxies, with integrated values overlaid with black circles. The horizontal dashed line indicates when predictions from our calibrations match modelled or published L T IR . We add various nearby and high-redshift objects for comparison.
Nearby sources
Le Floc'h et al. (2012) characterise the close environment of the gamma-ray burst GRB 980425, located 36 Mpc away. They provide 70 and 160 µm fluxes for the GRB host (respectively 230 and 615 mJy). Using our monochromatic calibrations, we predict an integrated L T IR of 8.17
±0.6 × 10 8 and 1.07 ±0.1 × 10 9 L from the 70 and 160 µm fluxes respectively. Those estimates are in very good agreement with the integrated L T IR they derive using standard empirical libraries of galaxy templates (1.02 × 10 9 L ). We overlay the environment of GRB 980425 in Fig. 8 (70 and 160 µm panels, upside-down orange triangles). Rangwala et al. (2011) present SPIRE-FTS Herschel observations of the nearby ultra-luminous infrared galaxy Arp 220, located at 77 Mpc, and provide a SPIRE 250 µm continuum flux of 30.1 Jy for this galaxy. Using a single-temperature modified blackbody to fit the global SED from 15 µm up to SPIRE bands (including ISOPHOT, IRAS, ISO-LWS, SPIRE and SCUBA data), they estimate a L T IR of 1.77 × 10 12 L . From our 250 µm monochromatic calibration, we estimate the integrated L T IR to be 7.95 ±1.3 × 10 11 L , thus a factor of two lower than their modelled value (see Figure 8 , 250 µm panel, upside-down purple triangle). Our 250 µm calibration is expected to under-predict the integrated L T IR for hot objects (Arp 220 has an IRAS 60-to-100 ratio ∼ 1) 9 , which could explain the difference. Assuming the 100 µm flux is 130 Jy (from ISO-LWS), we derive a L T IR of 1.23 ±0.6 × 10 12 L for this object, thus ∼70% of value derived by Rangwala et al. (2011) . This highlights the good predictions from our 100 µm monochromatic calibration, especially for unusual object such as Arp 220.
Finally, Pereira-Santaella et al. (in prep) present SPIRE-FTS Herschel observations of local active galaxies and provide SPIRE 250 µm continuum flux densities for those sources. They also provide integrated IR luminosities taken from Sanders et al. (2003) and rescaled to the distance they adopt. For most of the galaxies of their sample, the SPIRE fluxes only include the nuclear far-IR emission while the IR luminosities are derived from the integrated IRAS fluxes. Comparisons should be safe for UGC05101 and NGC 7130. We consider the other 250 µm fluxes as lower limits. We overplot these objects with red upward arrows in Figure 8 (250 µm panel) and UGC05101 and NGC 7130 with red crosses. Our predictions using the 250 µm calibration match the IR luminosities published in their study for these two objects within a factor of 2.
9 IRAS flux densities taken from the NED database Figure 8 . Comparison between L T IR (modelled in this paper or published in the literature) of various objects and their L T IR predicted from our monochromatic calibrations (and their rest-frame 70, 100, 160 and 250 µm luminosities). Black points indicate the resolved elements of the KINGFISH galaxies. For each galaxy, we sort and average resolved elements 20-by-20 for clarity. We overplot integrated measures of our KINGFISH sample with black circles. Orange upside down triangles indicate the environment of the gamma-ray burst GRB 980425 from Le Floc'h et al. (2012) . Magenta triangles indicate submillimeter galaxies from Magnelli et al. (2012) . We also overlay the uncertainties on their modelled L T IR . Green circles indicate z∼2 dust obscured galaxies from Melbourne et al. (2012) . Yellow diamonds indicate WISE-Selected Hyper-luminous Galaxies from Wu et al. (2012) . The blue star shows an Hyper-Luminous Infrared Galaxy from Eisenhardt et al. (2012) . Red crosses and upward arrows (lower limits) indicate local active galaxies from Pereira-Santaella et al (in prep). The upside down purple triangle finally shows Arp 220 studied Rangwala et al. (2011) .
High redshift sources
We combine these nearby results with a selection of z∼1-3 objects taken from published catalogs. We derive distances from the redshifts provided in the catalogs, adopting an H o = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω M = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7 cosmology. In each catalog, we select objects observed at rest-frames close to 70, 100, 160 or 250 µm, within a margin of ±10 µm, and compare the published integrated L T IR with those derived from our calibrations. For each sample, we quote the methods used to derive the published L T IR to help the reader assess the level of confidence of these modelled values and try to understand how much of the scatter in Fig. 8 could be driven by biases in our predictions or, on the contrary, linked with uncertainties in the published values we quote (derived with different methods and, for some of them, with limited data).
We first select z∼2 dust obscured galaxies from the catalog of Melbourne et al. (2012) (Fig. 8, green circles) . Those galaxies are observed with Herschel at 250, 350, 500 µm. They estimate the integrated L T IR by interpolating between the mid to far-IR flux densities and extrapolate the long wavelength tail contribution to the L T IR using a modified blackbody curve, assuming a dust emissivity index of 1.5. Even though they do not completely sample the submm slope of their high-redshift sources, they note that their estimated L T IR are relatively robust, with less than a 5% change in L T IR if the temperature of the modified blackbody they used varies by 25%. In Fig. 8 , we observe that our 70, 100 and 160 µm predictions are consistent with the integrated L T IR estimated by Melbourne et al. (2012) within a factor of 3. We remind the reader that we select objects observed at rest-frames close but not exactly equal to 70, 100, 160 or 250 µm. This results in some cases in an under or over-prediction of the monochromatic flux used in the calibration and thus of the predicted L T IR . Restricting our selection to a margin of ±5% around our reference wavebands remove some of the objects showing high discrepancies. This does not, however, fully explain the vertical scatter we obtain. The galaxies for which our 100 µm calibration under-predicts the L T IR are all classified as Mrk231-like objects (namely AGN-dominated ULIRGs) in Melbourne et al. (2012) , with temperature superior to 40K. The discrepancy between the modelled and our predicted L T IR can thus be attributed to the fact that these objects have SEDs that peak at much shorter wavelength than 100 µm (Section 5.4). Stronger discrepancies are observed when using the 250 µm calibration. For the three z∼1 galaxies detected at 500 µm (so rest-frame 250 µm), namely J143052.8+342933, J143313.4+333510 and J143334.0+342518, our 250 µm calibration predicts a L T IR higher by a factor of 5.5 to 8.7 compared to those derived in Melbourne et al. (2012) . Those galaxies are among the coldest objects of the sample (T<26K). Our 250 µm calibration probably over-predicts the L T IR in those objects.
We also add submillimeter galaxies (SMGs) from Magnelli et al. (2012) observed with Herschel at 160, 250, 350 and 500 µm (magenta triangles). The published integrated L T IR are derived using a power-law temperature distribution model. We include the lensed-SMGs in our analysis. Herschel flux densities of these objects have been de-magnified using the magnification factors tabulated in the Table 11 of Magnelli et al. (2012) . Uncertainties on the modelled L T IR are provided for this sample and were added to Fig. 8 . We observe that the L T IR of submillimeter galaxies estimated in Magnelli et al. (2012) are systematically lower than our predictions, whatever the rest-frame used. Our monochromatic 70, 100 and 160 µm calibrations predict a L T IR higher by a factor of 3 at most compared to those derived by Magnelli et al. (2012) , our 250 µm calibration by up to an order of magnitude. For the top left panel (70µm), deviations from our predictions seem to increase with luminosities. As reminded in Magnelli et al. (2012) , the SMG population is very heterogenous and biased towards cold dust temperatures compared to the entire infrared galaxy population. This can partly explain why the L T IR predictions using our 160 or 250 µm calibrations are higher than the modelled values. If the SED profiles of SMGs were similar in the shape than those of local objects but simply shifted to shorter wavelengths, the inverse trend would be observed at 70 µm, namely that our calibration would under-predict the L T IR . This is not what is observed in Fig. 8 . We finally note that part of the TIR luminosity could be missing in the modelled L T IR values of Magnelli et al. (2012) due to the fact that their fits do not include a detailed modelling of the rest-frame [8 to 70 µm] spectrum. Indeed, SMGs often show broad emission features from PAHs and starburst activity could dominate the L T IR in those objects (e.g. Menéndez-Delmestre et al. 2009 ).
We finally add WISE-selected hyper-luminous galaxies from Wu et al. (2012) observed with CSO/SHARC-II at 350 and 450 µm and CSO/Bolocam at 1.1 mm (yellow diamonds) and a z=2.452 hyper-luminous galaxy from Eisenhardt et al. (2012) (WISE 1814+3412) observed with CSO/SHARC-II at 350 µm (blue star, 100 µm panel). The same SED fitting technique is applied in the two studies to derive integrated TIR luminosities: they use a single modified blackbody model combined with power-laws to connect the mid-IR to mm SED points and a modified blackbody component (with a dust emissivity index of 1.5) to fit the longer wavelengths. Their integrated L T IR can thus be considered as low limits for the total luminosities. The modelled L T IR values from Wu et al. (2012) and Eisenhardt et al. (2012) match with our 100 µm calibration, here again within a factor of 3. Wu et al. (2012) note that their objects could host highly obscured AGNs heating their dust cocoon to very high temperatures. This could explain why our 100 µm calibration under-predict the L T IR . We also note that in the fourth panel of Fig. 8 , our predicted L T IR for the galaxy W0149+2350 (from Wu et al. 2012 ) is lower than their modelled value by a factor of 7.6 while our prediction using the 100 µm calibration match their modelled value within 30%. This galaxy has a redshift of z=3.228 and was observed with the Submillimeter Array (SMA) at 1.3 mm. The 1.1mm flux density quoted in Wu et al. (2012) is a conversion of the SMA measurement assuming an emissivity index β=1.5 and 2, then taking the average of the two values.
Discrepancy could thus be linked with the uncertainty on the predicted 1.1mm flux for this object.
We conclude that while we observe a wide spread for objects with integrated L T IR > 10 11 L on the 250 µm panel, predictions of the PACS monochromatic calibrations match modelled L T IR from resolved elements of nearby galaxies to global objects at further redshift over a surprisingly large luminosity range (from 10 4 to 10 14 L ). This reinforces the usefulness of PACS wavelengths as reliable monochromatic calibrators for the L T IR of nearby galaxies. This also means that reliable estimates of the L T IR of high-redshift objects can be obtained using the SPIRE filters and our 70, 100 and 160 µm calibrations. For instance, SPIRE 250 µm observations combined with our 100 µm calibration coefficients could be used to study the peak of the star formation history at z=1.5. Dale & Helou (2002) derived a bolometric relation to estimate the integrated L T IR from a combination of MIPS filters. This relation is applicable to a wide range of galaxy luminosities. With Herschel observations, our wavelength coverage now goes longward of 160 µm. This enables us to better sample the submm slope of the SED and reduce the uncertainties on integrated L T IR linked with the presence of cold dust not detected by previous MIPS 160 µm observations. In this section, we thus aim to make the most of the good resolution of Herschel to perform a similar multi-wavelength empirical calibration on a resolved basis. We derive calibrations linking combined far-IR brightnesses (Section 6.1) or luminosities (Section 6.2) to the TIR surface brightnesses or luminosities and study their dependence and biases.
COMBINING MID TO FAR-IR BANDS
Calibration from combined brightnesses
Using a combination of resolved brightnesses at MIPS 24 µm, PACS 70, 100 and 160 µm and SPIRE 250 µm, we calculate calibration coefficients c i for each galaxy, such as:
where S T IR refers to the TIR surface brightness and S i the brightness in a given Spitzer or Herschel band i. Here and for the rest of Section 6, we derive calibrations in linear space. We use a multiple linear regression fit (function mregress, a variant from the IDL function regress by Ph. Prugniel, 2008) combined with our "jackknife" technique applied on the resolved elements of our galaxies to conservatively estimate the calibration coefficients and their uncertainties. We list the coefficients obtained for individual galaxies in the Appendix in Table C2 . We indicate the calibration coefficients obtained for the whole gathering the resolved ISM elements of the whole sample in Table 3 . To quantify the scatter between the modelled and the predicted brightnesses for each combination, we also provide indicators of the goodness-of-fit in the last two columns: the coefficient of determination R 2 and the coefficient of variation of the root-meansquare error CV(RMSE). R 2 ranges between 0 and 1 and indicates the proportion of variability of the resolved TIR brightnesses accounted for by our calibration. For instance, R 2 =0.90 means that our calibration accounts for 90% of the total variation of our TIR brightnesses. CV(RMSE) is the standard deviation (measuring the differences between the TIR brightnesses predicted by our calibrations and the TIR brightnesses we obtained using the [DL07] modelling) normalised to the mean values of our resolved TIR brightnesses. Therefore, the lower the CV(RMSE), the better. These two quantities are defined as:
with P i the predicted surface brightnesses, M i the resolved TIR surface brightnesses modelled using [DL07], M i the mean of the modelled brightnesses and n the number of ISM elements.
We plot the coefficients c i derived using Eq. 4 as a function of metallicity in Fig. 9 . Calibration coefficients weighting the PACS 70 and 100 µm brightnesses are similar though the sample as suggested by the peaked distributions of the histograms. We nevertheless observe a larger distribution in the 160 and 250 µm coefficients. No strong trend is observed with metallicity for the 24, 70, 100 and 160 µm coefficients. However, the c 250 coefficients are quite low for objects with 12+log(O/H) < 8.2 (median=-0.01), probably linked with he fact that submm emission has a smaller contribution to the total IR budget in low-metallicity galaxies compared to more metal-rich objects.
Calibration from combined luminosities
Similarly to Section 5.3, we gather the resolved elements of the complete sample and derive calibration coefficients c i similar to Eq. 4 but linking the L T IR to different combinations of Spitzer and Herschel luminosities. Eq. 4 can thus be re-written as:
where L T IR now refers to the TIR luminosity and νL ν (i) the resolved luminosities in a given Spitzer or Herschel band i. L T IR and the different νL ν (i) are in L . We list the calibration coefficients obtained for various combinations of Spitzer and Herschel bands in Table 3 with respective R 2 and CV(RMSE) coefficients.
Validity of the calibrations for KINGFISH galaxies
Following the same scheme as Section 5, we test the ability of our combined calibrations (derived using all the resolved elements of KINGFISH galaxies) to predict resolved and integrated L T IR and analyse their intrinsic biases. We thus compare the resolved and integrated L T IR of the KINGFISH sample calibrated from various combinations of the 24, 70, 100, 160 or 250 µm luminosities versus the L T IR derived with a proper SED modelling. For integrated values, we use the integrated flux densities of Dale et al. (2007 Dale et al. ( , 2012 to predict integrated L T IR and compare them to the modelled integrated L T IR S 500 (Table 1 ). Figure 10 illustrates these comparisons as a function of the 70/100 colour. Results are identical for integrated or resolved L T IR . We do observe a correlation between the goodness of some calibrations ( "24+70", "160+250", "100+160+250" for instance) and the 70/100 colour. Nevertheless, our combined calibrations lead in most cases to better estimates of the L T IR than monochromatic calibrations. Combined calibrations are especially much more reliable than our 70, 160 or 250 µm monochromatic calibrations for galaxies whose 70-to-100 flux density ratios are below 0.4 or above 0.8. We note that combining MIPS 24, PACS 70 and PACS 160 µm data alone, we obtain c 24 = 2.126, c 70 = 0.670 and c 160 = 1.134. We remind the reader that the coefficients obtained by Dale & Helou (2002) and calibrated from Spitzer 24, 70 and 160 µm fluxes are 1.559, 0.7686 and 1.347 for c 24 , c 70 and c 160 µm respectively. Global L T IR derived using the Dale & Helou (2002) calibration differ from our modelled L T IR S 500 by ∼26% at most (for IC 2574) with a median of the differences of ∼6%. The integrated values obtained with the "24+70+160" µm calibration presented in this paper differ from the modelled integrated L T IR by ∼ 23% at Table 3 . We sort and average the resolved elements (in grey) 15-by-15 for clarity. Note that the Y-axis range is different from that of Fig. 7. most (for NGC 1512), with a median of the differences of ∼4%. Both predictions are thus very close at global scale (integrated luminosities).
The calibration performed using the complete coverage of the FIR / submm emission (24, 70, 100, 160 and 250 µm data) leads to a reliable approximation of the modelled L T IR (low CV(RMSE) value) : using this calibration, all the estimated luminosities reside within 19% of the modelled L T IR , with a median of the differences of 3.5%. Using 4 of these wavelengths leads to similarly good results. Any L T IR predicted from a fewer number of fluxes should contain the 100 µm flux, or a combination of 70+160 to lead to L T IR predictions reliable within 25%. We note that calibrations including 24 µm data lead to better estimates of the L T IR for galaxies showing high 70/100 colour than calibrations that do not include this wavelength. We thus advice using the 24 µm flux (if available) in the L T IR predictions for these environments.
CONCLUSIONS
• We investigate how SPIRE wavelengths influence the determination of the L T IR and conclude that using data up to 250 µm leads to L T IR values that are in very good agreement with that obtained with a complete SED modelling of the dust thermal emission (within 10% for most of our resolved elements).
• The [70-160] band contains 30 to 50% of the IR emission. We observe an overall shift in the SED to shorter wavelengths with decreasing metallicity. Indeed, the [24-70 µm] fraction increases for warmer sources (often found in low-metallicity objects) while the [160-1100 µm] fraction accounts for only a few % for low-metallicity galaxies (to up to 25% of the total infrared luminosity budget for metal-rich environments). The [3-24 µm] fraction accounts for ∼20% of the L T IR , with a significant scatter from one environment to another.
• We study the correlation between TIR and monochromatic Spitzer and Herschel surface brightnesses/luminosities and derive calibration coefficients to quantify these correlations. For most of the galaxies of our sample, the three PACS bands can be used as reliable monochromatic estimators of L T IR , with slopes on average <1.0, ∼1.0 and >1.0 for 70, 100 and 160 µm respectively. We also observe a strong correlation between the SPIRE 250 µm and L T IR , although with more scatter than the PACS relations. We estimate calibration coefficients for waveband beyond 250 µm in Appendix A.
• We conclude that the 100 µm band is the best band to use as a monochromatic estimator (scatter of 0.05 dex) of L T IR .
• We show that the calibrations at 70, 100 and 160 µm reproduce modelled L T IR over a very large luminosity range, from nearby galaxies to galaxies at z∼1-3. L T IR values are reproduced with larger uncertainties from 250 µm fluxes. We nevertheless caution the use of our 70, 160 and 250 µm calibration for strong star-bursting environments and for objects showing cold dust temperatures.
• We finally derive calibration coefficients to derive TIR surface brightnesses/luminosities from a combination of Spitzer and Herschel surface brightnesses/fluxes. These calibrations lead to better estimates of L T IR than monochromatic calibrations and show much smaller biases. We update the widely used L T IR calibration of Dale & Helou (2002) using Herschel/PACS 70 and 160 µm data in lieu of Spitzer/MIPS data at the same wavelengths. The two calibrations lead to similar estimates (with similar uncertainties) for integrated luminosities. As expected, the calibration using the complete sampling of the FIR/submm emission (data at 24, 70, 100, 160 and 250 µm) leads to a reliable estimation of the L T IR but using 4 of those wavelengths leads to similarly satisfying predictions. We note that including 24 µm data in the calibration is essential to properly estimate L T IR in strongly star-forming environments (high 70/100 colour).
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We would like to thank the referee for his/her careful reading of the paper and a helpful report. PACS has been developed by MPE (Germany); UVIE ( To estimate similar monochromatic calibrations for the 350 and 500 µm wavebands, we use the L T IR maps obtained at SPIRE 500 resolution. The FWHM of the PSF for SPIRE 500 µm is ∼36 and the pixel size of our L T IR maps is 14 . We refer to Section 3.1 for explanations of the methodology. We gather the resolved elements of the complete sample to derive calibrations coefficients linking the resolved TIR luminosities with the 350 or 500 µm fluxes. We remind Eq. 3 here:
where L T IR refers to the TIR luminosity and ν L ν (i) the flux at 350 or 500 µm. Both L T IR and ν L ν (i) are in L . We refer to Section 5 for details on the regression technique.
We obtain the following calibration coefficients :
• ( a 350 , b 350 ) = ( 1.106 ± 0.011 , 0.661 ± 0.064 ) • ( a 500 , b 500 ) = ( 1.160 ± 0.012 , 1.008 ± 0.062 )
The 350 and 500 µm relations with the TIR luminosities are thus over-linear relations. As for the 250 µm band (Fig. 5) , we observe a large spread of L T IR values for a given 350 or 500 µm flux as well as a strong correlation of the goodness of our 350 and 500 µm monochromatic calibrations with the 70-to-100 flux density ratio. We thus caution the use of these calibrations for extreme (starforming or very cold) environments.
A2 850 and 1000 µm
From our resolved SED modelling performed at the resolution of SPIRE 500 µm, we also extrapolate maps of the KINGFISH galaxies at 850 and 1000 µm, wavebands that are frequently observed from ground-based telescopes (SCUBA-2, LABOCA, MAMBO etc.). We gather the resolved elements of the complete sample and estimate calibration coefficients to link the resolved TIR luminosities to the extrapolated 850 or 1000 µm resolved fluxes, both in L (Eq. 3 ).
• ( a 850 , b 850 ) = ( 1.150 ± 0.013 , 2.161 ± 0.057 ) • ( a 1000 , b 1000 ) = ( 1.152 ± 0.014 , 2.533 ± 0.054 )
We remind the reader that the extrapolated 850 and 1000 µm fluxes used in this calibration are coming from pure thermal dust emission. Any non-dust contamination contributing to observations at those wavelengths (free-free or synchrotron emission, molecular line contamination etc) has to be removed if the calibration is used. The slopes of the 500, 850 and 1000 µm calibrations are very close because these observations sample the submm slope of the SEDs where fluxes are evolving in a similar way. The 850 and 1000 maps are moreover directly extrapolated from the SED model performed using data up to 500 µm. Our results are thus consistent with a scaling of the fluxes (L 850 /L 1000 ∼constant) from one relation to the other, translated in log space by a simple shift of the intercept. Small differences are nevertheless due to the fact that the submm slope varies from one galaxy to another. Figure B1 . TIR surface brightness as a function of the different Spitzer and Herschel bands for the galaxies of the KINGFISH sample. We overlay the regressions estimated for each band. For each galaxy, we sort and average resolved element 5-by-5 for clarity. We report the coefficients of the fits in Table C1 . Figure B1 . continued. Table C1 . Calibration coefficients derived for individual galaxies to convert the monochromatic brightnesses in various Spitzer or Herschel bands (8, 24, 70, 100, 160 or 250 µm) into TIR brightness. Table C2 . Calibration coefficients derived for individual galaxies to predict the TIR brightness from a combination of the 24 to
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